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Supply path optimization (SPO) has been a hot topic lately, as brands realize the need to
take a more active role to ensure they are buying quality inventory in the most efficient and
transparent manner possible. In fact, an internal poll amongst SpotX partners found that 83%
of surveyed Fortune 500 brands believe that SPO is a vital component of their current media
buying strategies.
One of the more confusing challenges around SPO involves “auction dynamics,” or the innerworkings of how a particular auction determines the price at which an impression is sold.
A lot has changed since the early days of purchasing inventory directly from publishers at a
fixed rate — especially in the video advertising landscape. And as the industry continues to
shift to programmatic, where innovations like header bidding and server-to-server integrations
are becoming more popular, ad requests are increasingly supporting many different types of
auctions, all of which require different approaches and bidding strategies.

To Succeed in This Complex Ecosystem, Brands Need:

1.

Deep knowledge of how auction dynamics work

2.

Thoughtful and robust bidding strategies

3.

Advanced ad partner support and capabilities

4.

Strategies to analyze current auction performance

Faced with the growing complexity of auction dynamics, brands are often left in the dark
about how best to proceed. This guide is designed to help brands take the necessary steps to
optimize their supply path.
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THE DYNAMICS OF AUCTIONS
Let’s start by explaining how a programmatic auction works.

Impression
Opportunity

Buyer A

Buyer B

Buyer C

$7

$5

$10

Bids Sent Back

At a high-level, when a publisher has an impression opportunity, it sends an ad call to companies like SpotX, who generate a bid request through which buyers can respond with a bid
and compete in the auction. Buyers are then categorized into different “tiers”, decided by the
publisher. Tiers allow publishers to separate their programmatic buyers into different “levels”,
allowing buyers in Tier 1 to have priority access to an impression opportunity before buyers in
Tier 2 or Tier 3 can bid on the same impression opportunity. The highest bidder in the highest
tier always wins, but the price the winner pays is determined by the type of auction.

What are the Different Auction Types?
There are essentially two ways that an auction can be structured:

• Fixed: This option describes any situation where a publisher has already

negotiated a fixed price with a buyer. This means that the price is “locked-in”
and will be sent as such in the bid request, no matter what. Fixed auctions only
occur in private marketplace environments.

• Dynamic: This option allows for fluctuations in a bid price. Buyers can evaluate
the impression opportunity in the bid request, then respond (and hopefully win at)
various bid increments. Dynamic auctions can occur in both private and open
marketplaces and require a more complex bidding strategy.
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Going a step further, dynamic auctions can be segmented into two different types:

• FIRST PRICE AUCTION (FPA):
The highest bidder wins the auction, and their bid price becomes the actual price
they pay for the impression opportunity. In the example below, Buyer C is the highest
bidder and wins the auction. Because this is a first-price auction, Buyer C’s $10 bid is
also the amount they pay.

Buyer A

Buyer B

Buyer C

$7

$5

$10

Buyer C wins at $10,
and pays $10

• SECOND PRICE AUCTION (SPA):
The highest bidder still wins the auction, but pays only the next highest bid price.
This means that the winner pays less than what they originally bid. In the example
below, Buyer C is the highest bidder and wins the auction. However, they only pay
the second highest bid price, which was Buyer A’s $7 bid.

Buyer A

Buyer B

Buyer C

Buyer C

$7

$5

$10

$7
Buyer CCwins
at $10
Buyer
wins
at $10,
but only page $7
but only pays $7
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HOW TO IDENTIFY AUCTION TYPE:
Buyers should be aware of what type of auction they are participating in prior to submitting
their bid. To help in this process, the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) provides guidelines,
referred to as the OpenRTB (ORTB) API Specification, that standardize how auction
information is communicated between buyers and sellers.
Within an ORTB bid request, a supply side partner, like SpotX, passes the auction type to
a Demand Side Platform (DSP), helping the DSP submit the most strategic bid price and
ensuring they don’t under- or over-bid for an impression opportunity.
Within this ORTB bid request, “auction type” is represented as “at:”, as shown below.

Auction Type

OTB Value (at:_)

First Price Auction

at: 1

Second Price Auction

at: 2

Fixed Price Auction

at: 3

Below is an excerpt from a sample bid request. The auction type can be identified with the
“at”:1, indicating a first price auction type. With this information, a DSP can ensure that they
apply the appropriate bid price.
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PRACTICING THOUGHTFUL BIDDING
STRATEGIES
Advanced SPO requires that brands be more thoughtful in how they approach their bidding
strategy. For example, with the rise of header bidding in video, advanced integrations and the
demand for increased transparency, first price auctions have become more prevalent in video
advertising. Because of this shift, brands must fundamentally change their approach in order
to avoid the pitfalls of under- and over-bidding for an impression. Let’s walk through these
challenges in more detail.

BID PRICE REDUCTION:
The demand-side often overlooks the fact that, in most programmatic environments, there are
multiple supply-side auctions they must win to secure a single ad opportunity. Because of this,
maintaining a strong, competitive bid price is key for brands to succeed.

BRAND

SPA

SSP

DSP

AUCTION 1

AD SERVER
AUCTION 2

SPA
$9 X
$18
$16
$16

$20
$9
$7
$6

$20

Traditionally, programmatic video has utilized an SPA, where the winning buyer’s
original bid price is reduced to whatever amount constituted the second highest bid.
However, as we see in the example above, when the winning bid progresses to compete
in the publisher’s ad server, the newly reduced bid price may be out-competed by the
ad server’s higher-priced bids.

BRAND

FPA

SSP

DSP

AUCTION 1

AD SERVER
AUCTION 2

FPA
$20

$20
$9
$7
$6

$20
$18
$16
$10

FPAs, and their “pay what you bid” dynamic, help reduce these under-bidding situations. By preserving the original bid amount at which the brand initially valued the
inventory, buyers can ensure that their most competitive bid price ends up in the final
ad server auction.
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BID PRICE INFLATION:
Transferring to a FPA also raises new challenges that brands must anticipate in their buying
strategies. Typically, with traditional SPAs, buyers looking to fill under-delivering campaigns
might purposefully inflate their initial bid price in order to win more impressions — relying on
the assumption that their winning bid would pay a much lower “second highest bid price.”
However, as FPAs become more prevalent, that assumption no longer holds true. Buyers
must increasingly bid the “true value” for each impression opportunity—versus “bidding to
win”—being conscious of their realistic base and max bids.
As seen in the examples on the previous page, FPAs are often a smarter strategy for video
buyers, ensuring that their most competitive bid appears in the final auction. But buyers
must also adjust their typical bidding habits, avoiding the win-out tactics that work only in an
SPA environment.
Once a brand has reconsidered their overall strategy, the next step is to make sure their
roster of ad serving partners are equipped to tap into the FPA opportunity. This includes the
ability to distinguish between the two types of dynamic auctions, as well as process different
bids depending on the quality and performance of those impressions.
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EVALUATING AD PARTNER
CAPABILITIES
A key step in every brand’s SPO strategy is measuring the value that each ad partner brings to
their bidding efforts and removing those that do not contribute in a significant way. Powerful
indicators of such value include dynamic auction support and reporting capabilities. FPAs are
relatively new concepts within the video advertising landscape, and as a result, the industry is
still playing catch-up. It’s important for brands to evaluate how each ad partner competes in
FPAs, or the roadmap they have in place to soon support such auctions.

DSP SOLUTIONS
DSPs can help brands take the first step towards optimizing their dynamic auction
performance. Below are a few questions that brands should consider when
evaluating their DSP solutions:

Does the DSP support first price auctions for video?
The ORTB Spec allows supply partners to pass the auction type to DSPs in a bid
request. It’s important to ensure that a DSP has this technical capability enabled
and ability to ingest “at”:1 (First Price Auctions) in bid requests.

Does the DSP listen to the auction type signals?
It’s important that a DSP continually listens to these different auction type
signals and adjusts its bidding behavior accordingly. Just because a DSP is
ingesting the different auction types doesn’t mean it is actually responding to
them. Make sure the DSP partner supports FPAs in video at both the technical
and philosophical levels.

What is the DSP’s current level of auction reporting?
Being able to break out reporting and performance data by auction type is key to
a brand’s SPO strategy. Ask the DSP what level of reporting they can offer,
including the ability to segment performance by first and second price auction
types.

Does the DSP offer a “bid shading” solution?
Bid shading is the process of reducing a bid price by a certain percentage
depending on the auction type. A brand might be willing to bid $10 in an SPA, but
would prefer to bid 20% lower for an FPA. If a DSP has a bid shading solution, it
can then recognize an FPA ad opportunity in the bid request and dynamically 		
reduce its bid by 20% (or $8).
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SSP SOLUTIONS
In addition to the demand side, brands should also be working closely with their
Supply Side Platforms (SSP), through which they are buying inventory. Here are
a few questions to evaluate SSP partners:

Does the SSP follow the ORTB Spec for auction type?
Before a DSP can make decisions off different auction types, the SSP must first
be able to provide that information in the bid request. Ask the SSP if they are
sending the auction type in the bid request via ORTB.

Does the SSP provide the “opt out” capabilities for DSPs?
Since not all DSPs have updated their platforms to ingest or optimize around
auction type data, it’s important that SSPs provide the ability for these DSPs to
opt out of FPA bid requests. Ask the SSP if they can exclude these DSPs who
may still be developing the technology to support FPAs or training their teams
on the concept.

What unique data does the SSP offer around auction type?
SSPs can offer unique reporting details that go beyond the information available to DSPs. This data can provide insight into a brand’s past bidding behavior
and ensure they are not wasting opportunities on bids that never convert into
impressions.

Important metrics SSPs can provide include:

Avg. Bid Price to Floor - The difference between an advertiser’s bid price and the publisher’s
inventory price floor (could be both + or -).
Below Floor Rate - The % of bids below the publisher’s price floor at the time of the auction.
Block Rate - The % of bids declined per a publisher’s blocking rules.
Loss Rate - The % of bids that an advertiser lost in the SSP’s internal auction.
Outcompeted Rate - The % of bids that lost due to being outcompeted in the SSP’s internal
auction.
Win Rate - The % of bids that an advertiser won in the SSP’s internal auction.
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ANALYZING MONTHLY AUCTION
PERFORMANCE
Effective dynamic auction strategies must include an awareness of current auction performance as well as an assurance that a brand is bidding on impression opportunities at true
value. Supply partners, like SpotX, can provide this intelligence through detailed bidding data
broken out by both first and second price auctions.
Below are four questions that brands should use to analyze their dynamic auction performance. Within each of these questions, we’ve also detailed how to interpret the data, as well
as recommended next steps.
By following this process each month, brands can continually assess and streamline their dynamic auction strategy, and have informed, data-driven conversations with their ad partners.

Q: What % of Ad Requests are First Price vs. Second Price?
Q: What % of Delivered Impressions are First Price vs. Second Price?
Q: How Are CPMs Clearing for First Price vs. Second Price?
Q: How Does CPM Compare with Quality or Performance?
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Q: What % of Ad Requests are First Price vs. Second Price?
To start, brands should ask their supply partners for an FPA vs. SPA breakout of last month’s
ad requests for each of the DSPs they are buying through. This will provide initial insight into
how consistently they are exposed to the full range of available inventory. Remember: As
more and more inventory is exclusively conducted through FPAs, it’s important to understand
how many of those opportunities are sent to the DSP.
Ultimately, each brand needs to decide what percentage is considered high or low. But as a
rough benchmark for thinking about the distinction between FPA and SPA, we will use 15% as
our sample threshold.

For Low Ad Request %:
Low percentages of FPA ad requests indicate that the DSP is not being exposed to this type
of inventory. In this case, brands should talk with their DSP about what updates they have in
the pipeline for adapting to the growing prevalence of FPAs.

For High Ad Request %:
If there is a high percentage of FPA ad requests, this indicates that this DSP is being exposed
to FPA inventory. The next question is whether or not these opportunities are converting into
impressions.

Let’s put this into practice by using an example.
Say a brand buys SpotX inventory through five
different DSPs and has requested that SpotX
provide data around each DSP’s ad requests for
the previous month.
Here, we see that DSP 4 is not seeing many FPA
opportunities. This brand should follow-up with
this DSP and ask why they are receiving such a
low percentage of FPA bid requests, as well as
what updates they have on their roadmap for
changing this.

MONTHLY AD REQUESTS
FPA

SPA

DSP 1

45%

65%

DSP 2

25%

75%

DSP 3

30%

70%

DSP 4

2%

98%

DSP 5

15%

85%
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Q: What % of Delivered Impressions are First Price vs. Second Price?
The percentage breakdown of ad requests is only half the story. The next step is to see how
many of those requests are turning into impressions. For each DSP that had a high % of FPA
ad requests, break out the percentage of impressions for both FPA and SPA to see a general
conversion rate.

For Low Impression %:
A low percentage of impressions indicates that these FPA ad requests are not converting into
impressions — either because the DSP is not bidding at all, or because their bid price is too
low and not competitive in supply-side auctions.
To increase impressions on FPA inventory, brands should consult with their DSP and SSP on
ways to adjust their bidding strategy to increase the conversion rate. Within SSP reporting, the
unique metrics we outlined previously can be extremely insightful.

For High Impression %:
A high percentage of FPA impressions indicates the DSP is actively buying FPA inventory. The
next question for brands would center around whether or not these impressions meet their
stated efficiency goals.

Continuing our example, we see that while
DSP 1 had a high volume of FPA ad requests
(45%), these only accounted for 10% of the
brand’s total monthly impressions within the
DSP. Further analysis is likely needed to see
if this DSP’s bids are getting out competed in
secondary auctions.

MONTHLY IMPRESSIONS
FPA

SPA

DSP 1

10%

90%

DSP 2

45%

65%

DSP 3

15%

85%

DSP 4
DSP 5
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55%

45%

Q: How Are CPMs Clearing for First Price vs. Second Price?
Now that we’ve determined which DSPs are actually buying a high volume of FPA impressions, it’s time to see how their CPM rates compare across the two auction types. This will
vary depending on each brand’s overall goals.

Here, we see that DSP 2 and DSP 3 both have
significantly higher CPMs in their first (vs.
second) price auctions. At first glance, one
might be tempted to remove FPA activity
on both of these DSPs. But remember that
inventory performance should always be
considered alongside its price.

MONTHLY CPM
FPA

SPA

DSP 1

-

-

DSP 2

$18

$10

DSP 3

$15

$9

DSP 4

-

-

DSP 5

$14

$13
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Q: How Does CPM Compare with Quality or Performance?
CPMs alone cannot indicate which inventory types are most effective. While brands might
not be able to buy as many ad placements with a higher CPM, the impact of higher quality
placements might outweigh the volume of placements one would get through lower priced
alternatives.
To calculate this trade-off, brands need to break out their Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
for both first and second price auctions. This will be different for each brand, but it might
include metrics like Viewability, Overlap, Completed View Rate (CVR), and Click Through
Rate (CTR).

If CPM is within goals:
If higher or lower CPMs match the performance brands might expect compared to other
inventory types, then those bids correctly reflect true value and no action is necessary.

If CPM is too high for performance:
If CPMs are too high based on inventory performance, then a brand can take this insight
to their DSP and/or SSP partners and have a rich, data-driven conversation around how to
improve performance accordingly.

DSP 2 PERFORMANCE

eCPM
Viewability
Overlap
CTR
CVR
Win Rate
Bid Price

FPA

SPA

$18
90%
85%
1%
95%
40%
$18

$10
60%
79%
.03%
85%
15%
$12

DSP 3 PERFORMANCE

eCPM
Viewability
Overlap
CTR
CVR
Win Rate
Bid Price

FPA

SPA

$15
75%
50%
.01%
83%
25%
$15

$9
81%
90%
.7%
80%
20%
$15

DSP 5 PERFORMANCE

eCPM
Viewability
Overlap
CTR
CVR
Win Rate
Bid Price

FPA

SPA

$14
81%
90%
12%
90%
35%
$14

$13
85%
60%
6%
87%
27%
$15

At first glance in the scenario above, we might be tempted to remove both DSP 2 and DSP 3 due to their higher FPA CPMs.
However, DSP 2’s FPA performance seems to match its higher CPM, whereas DSP 3’s performance does not. A further
conversation with DSP 3 is needed to understand why they are getting such low performance on their FPA impressions and
how they can optimize to improve those numbers.
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CONCLUSION
For effective supply path optimization, brands need to embrace a multifaceted approach,
one that includes a deep understanding and analysis of their dynamic auction performance.
By understanding the bidding process, working closely with ad partners—including SSPs—to
get transparent reporting, and taking an active role in analyzing auction performance, brands
can have robust, data-driven conversations with their demand- and supply-side partners, and
powerfully optimize both first and second price auctions.
For more information on how to conduct your own auction analysis through SpotX, reach out
to your SpotX Demand Facilitation representative, or email us at info@spotx.tv.
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